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ABSTRACT. We investigate cosmological consequenres of an extended gravity model which belongs
to the same cla.~ studicd by Accetta and Steinhardt in an extended inflationary scenario. But we
do not worry about lnflation in our model; instead, we focus 00 a topological object forrned duriog
cosmological phase transitions. Although domain walls appear during first-order phase transitions
sueh as QCOtransition, they decay at the end of the phase transition. Therefore the "domain wall
problem" does not exist in the suitable range of parameters and, on the contrary, the "fragments"
of walls may becornc seeds of dark malter. A possible conncetion to "oscillating universe" model
ofrered by Morikawa el ato is also discussed.
RESUMEN. Investigamos 1a.'5consecuencias cosmológicas de un modelo gravitatorio extendido
perteneciente a la clase estudiada por Acceta y Steinhardt en un escenario inflacionario extendido.
No consideramos la inflación en nuest.ro modelo; en cambio nos concentramos en un objeto
topológico que se forma durante las transiciones de fase cosmológicas. Aunque aparecen paredes
de dominio durante transiciones de fase de primer orden como la transición QCD, decaen al final de
la transición. Por lo tanto, el "problema de paredes de dominio" no existe en la región adecuada
de parámetros y, por el contrario, los "fragmentos" de paredes pueden devenir semillas de materia
oscura. Se discute asimismo una posible conexión <;,onel modelo de "universo oscilante" propuesto
por Morikawa el ato

PACS: 98.80.-k

In recent years, many ideas on theory of gravitation have been produced by lots of authors.
From the viewpoint of experimental physics, the existence of the "fiflh force" has been
examined in these days [IJ. The tests for gravity theory have been managed in various
styles, by mean s of newly-developed instruinents and methods [2]. From the theoretical
viewpoint, many authors have studied possible modifications and corrections to Einstein 's
gravity theory, in consideration of an attempt to uuify gravitation and quantum mechan-
ics. Accordiog to superstring theory [3] which has attracted particle-physicists' attention
for several years, Einstein gravity takes some corrections at very high energy [4].
Of course, we cannot discuss gravitation theory apart from evolution of the universe [5}.

Various modifications of gravity theory have been tried in order lo solve cosrnological
problems. Observational and theorclical constraints on the amounl of time-variation of
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Newton constant have been investigated aJl(i the upper limit is given [6]. For planning
precise tests of gravity, it is meaningful to study possible cousequenees of models wbieb
admit spatial and temporal variation of the elfeetive Newton "constant". \Ve can express
results of experimental check for mode!s of gravi tation by putting observational eonstraints
on a few parameters.

A reeent idea of "extended inflation" seenario [7] ineludes an interesting modifieation of
Einstein gravity. In the "extended inflation" seenario, difTieulties in "old" inflation [81 may
be avoided by introducing a variable Newton "constant" into the theory. In some mode!s
of this type, theories of sealar fields coupled non-minimally to gravity are eonsidered, and
tbey are very similar to Brans-Dieke's gravity theory (9). Many variants are also eonsidered
in tbe literature [10,11,12).

As a variant of extended inflation model a "hyperextended inflalion" [10] mode! is
known. In this model, self-interaetion of the sealar field which is coupled non-minimally
to gravity, is postulated and a crucial dilferenee fmm lIrans-Dicke theory is that the sealar
field has an equilibrinm point of motion. Owing to this property, one can take a wide range
of values of parameters keeping away fmm eonniets with observations.

In the present artiele, we consider a model of this type whieh permils varialions of
an elfeetive Newton eonstant in spaee and time. This modcl is a general, and probably
simplest model, whieh can describe the variation of the strength of gravily. \Ve do not
consider innation in this paper, however. The reason is that there are 100 many problems
Icft unsolved in inflationary models 10 examine here; they are for example, the problem
of the origin of the very Jarge strueture of galaxies reeently discovered [13], cte.

Throughout this paper, we ehoose so-ealled natural units, ¡.e., we set h/(2,,) e =
kB = 1.

Our starting point is to consider the following lagrangian

In this equation, if> is a neutral sealar field eoupled non-minimally 10 gravity and J is a
funetion of if> and gives the manner of non-linear coupling to gravily; ,,2 is a constant
which has the same dimensions and order of magnitude as the Newlon constant, ¡.e.,
" ~ 2.4 X 1018 GeV-1; ), stands for an elfeetive cosmologicaJ term whieh comes from
the contribution of the other matt", fields. This term arises, for examp!e, during a phase
transition of a matter field.

A \Veyl transformation of the metrie (9,," - J-19~v) converts the lagrangian to la-
grangian ineluding eonventiona! Einstein-llilbert term [14]

{ ( )'}- 1 1 1 2 3 V'~J I1:- = --JI + - -(\7 ,<1» + - - + -),.2,,2 2 J ,. 2,,2 J j2 (2)

In the following, we investigate the property of the model based on this lagrangian (2);
whenever we can describe a phenornenon both in terms of the lagrangian (1) and that
of (2).
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FIGURE 1. A schematic vicw of the function /.

If the e!Teetive eosmologieal term A is pr~sellt, nonlinear self eoupling of the sealar field
</> appears in the lagrangian (2). On aecount of the self-interaetion, topological objert
in whieh energy of the sealar field conrentrate can formo Sueh objeets take the form of
"domain walls" [151. \Ve study the properties of the objeet and the role in eosmology.

First we have to spedfy the funetional form of l. \Ve do not expeet drastie ehanges in
the effeetive strength of gravity in the course of evolutiou of the universe. Aecordingly, it
is suitable to ehoose a periodie continuous funetion, as a trigonometric funetion (Fig. 1).
The di!Terenee between the maximum and minimum of I is denoted by 61, for later use.
First of all, we study domain walls; thus I has only to take the following "pieeewise-linear"
shape (Fig. 2):

I( </» = I + a (</> - [:a] </>0) ,

I(</» = I - a (</> - [:a] </>0- </>0)'

if [:0] is an evcn intcger, (3,,)

if [:0] is an odd integer, (3b)

where [x) denotes an integer part of x. This I involves two parameters, a and </>0' In this
approximation, 61 equals to "</>o. In general, I is eharaeterized by (61) and (,,2</>5)'

Suppose that some maller field undergoes filSt-order phase transition. During the tran-
si~ion, an erreetive cosmologieal term A arises. Then the neutral sealar field </> can form a
configuration of "kink" in one direetion, sayo in the z-axis. In three dimensions, this kink
seems as an infinitely-spread wall of high energy density, parallel to x-y plane [151. The
(domain) wall of this type appears in general theori"s with spontaneously broken diserele
symmetry [15). In our model we assuníe symmetry with respeet to <1> - -</>.

\Ve want lo know qualitalive fealures of the objeet. \Ve also wish to avoid a eomplieated
situation where background eurvalure eannot be ignored.

'1'0 this end, let us suppose that a dimensionless comhinalion (6/)2/(,,2</>5) is small
in comparison with unity. Then the followillg statie eonfiguralion can he obtailled as all
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FIGURE 2. The "piccewise-linear" approximalion oC f.
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FIGURE 3. The "kink" as a statie eonfiguration of ,¡, in the presenee of A.

approximate solution (Fig. 3)

</>(z)= h(z) == Aaz(2xo - z),

== </>o,

(O S z S zo),

(z 2: zo), (4)

where Zo == J</>o/Aa = J</>~/A(éf), and it should be read as h(-z) = -h(z).
This kink solution is Iying in the z-direction; thus this configuration is understood as

infinitely stretching domain wall in the x-y plane.
An effective cosmological term entirely vanishes when the phase transition of the matter

¡¡cid is overo Then, the scalar field Joses its self-interaction term and only has tbe non-
minimal kinetic termo The domain wall generated during the phase transition is no longer
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FIGURE 4. The breakup of plane-syrnmetric walls in thc trlle vaClIum. The thick fine indicatcs the
configuration of </> at t = 2zo.

stable when the phase transition finisltes. Now titen, ho\V does the wall decay? \Ve assume
plane-symmetric walls here again.
There being no potenlial lerm, \Vehave only lo solve subslanliaJly a wave equalion \Vilh

respecl lo an inilial condilion. \Ve lake lhe slalic solution (4) as an initial condilion al lhe
time t = O. Furthermore we assume tltat the time-derivative of </> is zera everywhere, al
t = O. If lhe assumption is taken, lI,e elfective lagrangian (2) for </> reduces to a dominant
term (no\V A = O)

Therefore lhe wave equalion \Vemusl sol ve is approximaled as

Using the kink (4) as an inilial configuralion, we can solve lhe equation as

</>(z,t) = ~ [~{g(z- t)+g(z+ t)+2}2 - 1], (t > O,z > O),a 4

and </>( -z, t) = -</>(z, t), \Vhere

g(y) = J J(h(y)) - 1, for y> O,

(5)

(6)

(7)

and g( -y) = -g( +y) (see Fig. 4).
\Ve lind lhal lhe walls separaled from eaeh olher soon become lo !llove al nearly lighl

speed.
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Two essential characteristics of the behaviou r of the wall after A disappears are: (i) the
energy stored at the wall cannot dissipate suddenly; (ii) the bulk of energy cannot stay
stil!, according to the equation of motion.

Now, we consider the significance of the domain wall in our mode! in cosmology.
The only first-order phase transition in tlH' universe ever known is the (confinement)

transition of quantu m chromodynamics (QCD) [16J. Although the order of the phase tran-
sition is yet debatable, we presume the first-order transition. The temperature of the phase
transition is considered as T = AQco '" 200 ~Ie V. Consequently, the energy density of
the false vacuum, that is, the e!fective cosmological term A in our context, is the order of
AQco1.

When the temperature of the universe decreases below Te = AQco "" 200 ~leV, the
false vacuum energy dominates over the thermal energy of radiations and particles. At
the same time the scalar field </> takes the form of the wall due to non-linear self-coupling,
since the thermal l1uctuations of the field become sufTicient!y smal!. The domain walls
are initially generated by the Kibble mechanism [17J. we expect at least one wall in each
horÍzon-size voJume.

We must check the consistency of calling the object as "wall". (f the thickness of the
"wall" is wider than the horizon scale of the universe at that time, we can no longer call it
as a "wall". Moreover, the process of formation of the object becomes c10sely dependent
on the growth of the l1uctuation of the field. The ratio of the thickness of the "wall" to
the horizon length is

thickness of the "wall"
horizon Jength

Zo
Hu = (8)

\Ve find there is no contradiction as long as (he following inequali(ies are satisfied

which we obtain by combining the condilion adopted when we led the approximate so-
lution of the "wall". Note that the conditions are independent of the value of A. At lhe
same time, we can safely ignore the effect of the expansion of tl,e universe.

The mass density of the wall r¡ is given by

( 10)

Along with progress of the phase transition, bubbles of the true vacuum are born and
expand [18}. The phase (ransition is over when all the spatial regions come to belong to the
true vacuum as a result of the percolation of the bubbles. In the true \acuum where the
e!fective cosmological constant is nearly zero, the domain wall made of the configuration
of </> decays. Therefore the wall begins to break inside the bubbles. Consequently, the
evolution of fragments of walls depends on the manner of bubble nucleations. Even if the
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domain walls are inilially plane-symmelric, lhey lake random shape al lhe end of lhe
phase lransilion because of randomness in nuelealion of bubbles.

If lhe wall formed during QClJ phase lransilion remains lo be slalic afler lhe lransilion,
lhe exislence of wall conflicls \Vilh cosmologiral observalion [I9J as in lhe case ofaxionic
domain walls [20]. The wall in our model, however, complelcly splils off afler phase
lransilion and lhe remnauls move away by almosl lighl speed. Thus \Ve can avoid lhe
above-menlioned problem; il can be said lhal lhe universe is filled wilh lhe rclalivislic
gas of \Valls [21). Lel us eslimale lhe presenl mass deusily of the reHcs of lhe \Vall. Al the
present lime, lhe densily P is given as

> I¡R;¡ (7;".,~en,)o
PW-R3 T '

II e
( 11)

where Tp<e~nl "" 2.75 K"" 0.21 meV and Te"" AQco.
llere lhe parameter <> (3 :s <> :s 1) is re<[uired for lhe reason lhat we lake an accounl of

the effect of lransformalion of lhe energy of fragments inlo lhat of other massive parliele.
The conslraint lhat lhe energy densily Pw is lower lhan lhe critical densily of lhe presenl
universe (Pe"" 2.6 X 1047~,.e"",) yields

(12)

This conslrainl can easily he satisfied for a \Vide range of paramelers.
The contrihution of Pw to the total energy density mighl explain the missing mass in the

universe, which has not yet been identified. It is dependenl on a hidden sector coupled to
4> whelher the rclics of the wall can provide lhe dark maller which gathers olher mallers
lo generate galaxies. This is beca use the fragments of \Vall remain lo move fasl if lhere
is no inleraclion belween <p and other neld. In a elass of extended inflationary scenario,
hidden seelors which violale the weak equivalence principIe have been considered (10,11}.
In our conlext, we llave no compelling ground to determine lhe property of the hidden
seclor. Since lhe slage of our invesligation in lhis paper is primitive, \Vewill examine the
properly of other nclds conpled lo <p and gravity in a fulure work ineluding numericaI
simnlations of walls.

In lhe rest orthe prescnt paper, \Ve illvestigatc tite conncction lo lhe oscillating universe
model [22,23].

In lhe extended model we trealed, J(<p) was not a slllooth funclion, for a simple analys;s.
Of conrse, this is nol an essential Ihing. From now on, \Ve suppose J lakes lhe form of
lhe lrigonometric funclion (Fig. 1), since we wanl lo cons;der a coherent oscillation of lhe
ficld <p. Our analysis below need ouly a rough sketch of J; dimensional analysis can lead
to a sufficient ('stirnation.

Suppose thal there exists a non-vanishing (positive) cosmological constant in the present
univcrse. Thcll an effcctive intcraction of lile scalar 4> appears, pro\'idcd that lhe valuc of
lhe cosmologica! tcrm is of lhe salllC arder of tite thcrmal cnergy or morco In this time,
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we consider a spatially homogeneous, oseilJating fi"ld. Using an expansion of the e!feetive
interaetion with respeet to small 4>, we obtain the pPriod of oseilJation as

(la)

where Ap is the present cosmologieal constant.
Reeent astronomieal observation revealed very large, periodie strueture with a period

of about 400 million lightyears in the universe [24]. Morikawa and several authors have
claimed that the strueture is an illusion indueed from an error in estimation ofthe di,tanee
seale by means of measurement of galaxies' red,hift [22,23]. An assumption that the
expansion rate of the seale factor is oscillating leads to sueh an artificial pattern. Morikawa
took a model in whieh the oseillation of a coherent sealar field hring ahout the oseillation
of "lIubble constant" through 11I0dified F.:instein equations. Here we try to identify sueh
a sealar field with 4> in our modeJ.

The period (13) becomes ,100 million years when we take '\p as

(H)

Aecording to another group of authors in Ref. [2:11, a fini!e eosmologieal constant of
order of Pe"" (3 meV)1 is demanded by ohservations of distant galaxie,. If we take sueh
an allowed value for '\p in (J.I),

(15 )

lf we further require a sufficient amplitude of oseillating 11uhble parameter whieh can
explain the observation, 6/ must be larger than 3 X 10-3, aecording to Steinhardt in
Ref. [25]. Ifwe ehoose 6/ = 3x 10-3, we must set 4>0 = 1015 GeV aecording to (15). These
values for parameters give rise to no contradietion with the previous constraints (9). The
eonstraint (12) is also cleared if a > 3.4. This value of a means that a finite fraetion of
energy density produeed by the domain walls remains in the form of relativistie gas.

It can never be justified that our naive model describes the true nature of the grav-
ity theory. The time variation of the gravita!ion constant and other constant is strietly
constraincd by obscrvalion; cvcn ir the cOIlslraints are able lo he salisfied, fine-tuning is
neeessary, for instanee, in the phase of oseillations. The important point we want to claim
is that a general modification of gravity eould explain diffcrcllt problems in cosmology
in the same time, su eh as dark matter problem and problems in large seale strueture
of the universe. Aecordingly, it is interesting and signifieant to investigate the detail nf
the consequenee of the model and to make more complieated models whieh have more
relevanee to cosmologieal puzzles and no eonfliets with observation. \Ve also have to
investigate the possibility that the first-order transition should be identified to un known
transition, for instance, in rclation lo suh-quark dynamics.
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We wish to study the effeet of eosmie expansion and gravity on the produetion of
wal!s as wel! as the numerieal simulation including the bubble nucleation and the wal!
intersection.

After completing this work, the present author beeame aware of the paper [26]. They
aIso eonsidered the wal! whieh disappcars arter a eertain phase transition. Moreover thcy
claimed that the wal! can provide the seed for generating galaxies. While their motivation
in cosmology is very interesting, their anal)'sis depends crucial!)' on a peculiar model. \Ve
think that we must consider models whieh are related with many cosmologieal aspeets
and can be eheeked by observations.
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